INTRODUCTION
tude of these charges, n points on the surface of the conductors (contour points) are chosen, and it is very simple and it is applicable to any sysFor instance the potential in a number of check tem that includes one or more homogeneous media. A points located on the boundary can be calculated. special advantage of this method is the good ap-
The difference between these potentials and the plicability to three-dimensional fields without given boundary potential is a measure for the acaxial symmetry and to space charge problems.
curacy of the simulation. Further check possibilities will be described in a later section. If the In this method, the potentials of fictitious coincidence between the actual conductor surface line charges are taken as particular solutions of and the corresponding equipotential surface is Laplace replaced by ring charges, the charge on the shanks 25% by straight line charges. In Table I The charge simulation method can be applied Fig. 6 and is given by distribution. i/S 2rnE 0r QPI(2rrj3 * cosW t)The first example is shown in Fig. 8, namely 2m-diameter spheres at gap spacing of s -O.5...
As the second example, the influence of the 1.5 m. The computed field strengths were compared tower window on the field near the middle phase of with those of two isolated spheres, which can be a 735-kV three-phase overhead-line is calculated. calculated analytically. In this way the influence Fig.9 (arrangement of Fig. 9 ). As an example a dielectric cylinder is inIt is also of interest to mention that sysserted into-the system shown in Fig 5 ( broken tematic application of this method led to the dislines). Fig.12 shows the tangential field strength covery of a new effect in electrostatic field at the dielectric boundary with the dielectric conceRing electrodes partially embedded in constant cr as a parameter. a dielectric .
Another example is given in Fig. 13 and the distance a2 between a contour point and necessary for the calculation of the examples the corresponding charge (Fig. 14a) . For curved described in the previous sections. For the comcontours the distances between the charges should putations a digital computer TR 440 was used, not be too small, and this necessitates the formuwhich is comparable with a digital computer CDC lation of a curvature criterion (radius q ) for 6600. The electrode arrangement shown in Fig. 13 
